
 

 
 

 

Higher education level: Bachelor 

Language of instruction: Georgian 

Type of educational program: Academic / Basic 

Name and code of the detailed field:   0613 Software and application development and analysis 

Qualification to be awarded: Bachelor of Informatics 

Duration of study: 8 Semester 

Bachelor program length: 240 Credit 

Head of the Program: Besik Tabatadze, Associate  professor  

 

 

 

Prerequisite for admission to the bachelor's program 
 

A. A person with a certificate of complete general education or an equivalent degree, who is eligible to study at the European University Ltd. based on the 

ranking of the coefficients of scores obtained on the Unified National Examinations. 

B. Compulsory subjects for enrollment in the program are Georgian language and literature, foreign language, mathematics / physics. 

C.  The number of places for each subject (mathematics / physics) should not be less than 10% of the places announced for the program. The program manager 

determines the exact percentage distribution before announcing the places. 

D.  Minimum competence threshold for the Unified National Examinations - overcoming the minimum threshold defined by the legislation. 

The following have the right to study in the program without passing the Unified National Examinations: 

A. foreign nationals and stateless persons who have received full general or equivalent education in a foreign country; 

B.  Georgian citizens who have received full general or equivalent education in a foreign country and have studied in a foreign country for the last 2 years of 
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full general education; 

C. For foreign nationals (except for students participating in a joint higher education program and students participating in an exchange education program) 

who have studied / studied and received credits / qualifications in a higher education institution recognized in a foreign country in accordance with the legislation 

of that country. 

D.  for citizens of Georgia (except for students participating in a joint higher education program and students participating in an exchange education program) 

who have lived in a foreign country for at least 75 days during their studies at a foreign higher education institution and have received credits / qualifications under 

foreign law Accordingly in a recognized higher education institution. 

The persons referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) are required to take an interview organized by a European University to determine their knowledge of the 

program language. Persons referred to in paragraph (d) will be eligible to continue their studies at a European University upon successful completion of the General 

Skills Test organized by the LEPL National Center for Assessment and Examinations. 

On the program also allowed: 

 

The order of the Minister of Education and Science of Georgia №10 / N (4.02.2010) on the “Rules for Transfer from the Higher Education Institution to Other Higher 

Education Institutions and Approval of Fees” students shall be enrolled in accordance with the mobility rules. 

 

Program structure 

 

The Bachelor program of Informatics includes 240 credits, of which: 

 

Compulsory component 188 credit 

•  Free component focused on general transfer skills development - 34 credits 

•  Compulsory learning courses in the field of basic education - 134 credits 

•   Practice - 5 credit 

•   Bachelor’s thesis - 15 credit 

Elective component                                                                                                                  52 credit 

• Elective courses in the field of basic educational courses - 23 credits 



 
• Program free credits - 29 credit 

 

Free credits are acquired through the relevant learning courses within the relevant levels of the university, in accordance with the prerequisites for admission to the 

learning course. 

To complete the program, it is compulsory to achieve, pass the English language level B2 (the program provides teaching at the B2 level of the English language) or to 

document it within the program. Knowledge of English at B2 level can also be verified by an internal university exam. A student is exempted from learning English if he or 

she takes an internal university exam or documents the knowledge of English at B2 level. In this case, the English language credits in the program can be mastered by the 

student in the same way as the free credits, through the existing learning courses within the relevant level programs at the university, in accordance with the prerequisites 

for admission to the learning course. Under the program, the student's level of English language proficiency is determined by an internal university exam or on the basis of 

a submitted document, and the student begins learning English at the appropriate level. A student who needs to start at an early level of English learns these levels (A1 and 

A2) by mastering the free credits provided by the program. 

One academic year includes 40 weeks. One semester consists of 20 weeks, including 15 weeks of learning and 5 weeks of session. In particular, the 17th and 18th week 

of the final exam period, the 19th and 20th week of the additional final exam period. The interval between the final and the relevant additional exam shall be not 

less than 5 days after the announcement of the final exam results. Intermediate exams are held on the 8th week. 

The learning courses provided by the bachelor program are aimed at achieving the goals set in the program and the development of relevant competencies for the 

qualifications acceptable as a result of the study. The logical sequence of the formation of the competencies to be achieved determines the content, structure and 

curriculum of the bachelor program. 

 

The purpose of the program 

The student is able to communicate effectively on professional matters; Effectively can engage in a group within the program disciplines. The student is able to master 

new technologies independently; Can independently acquire basic knowledge in the subject area to which the software is dedicated. 

 

 

 

 



 

Learning Outcomes  

 

Sectoral and general competencies 

 

Consistent and complete implementation of the goals set by the bachelor's program will ensure the achievement of the relevant learning outcomes of the first level 

(bachelor's) qualification description of the higher education qualifications framework: 

Knowledge and understanding 

The student knows the theoretical foundations of informatics and the technologies needed to create / develop software. 

The student understands the importance of using basic concepts of informatics and other related disciplines in the process of software development. 

Skill:  

The student is able to design and implement complex, computational tasks using appropriate technologies. 

The student is able to analyze a complex, computational task. Evaluate the appropriateness of using the principles of informatics and relevant subject areas to 

determine the way to solve a given task. 

The student is able to communicate effectively on professional matters; Can engage effectively in a group within program disciplines. 

Students can master new technologies independently; Can independently acquire basic knowledge in the subject area covered by the software. 

Responsibility and autonomy  

The student has a professional responsibility based on ethical principles in the field of informatics. 

 

Field of employment  

 

A graduate of this educational program can be employed in a web studio, an Internet company, an advertising agency, any company in which there is a specialized 

department for software development. The competency level of the graduates corresponds to positions such as: programmer, developer, etc. 

The profession meets modern challenges, is one of the highest paid fields, and also provides long-term employment opportunities both within the country and abroad. 

 

 

 



 

Program evaluation system 
 

The student knowledge assessment system complies with the rules for calculating credits of higher education programs approved by the Order N3 of the Minister 

of Education and Science of Georgia of January 5, 2007. Which allows: 

A) Five positive grading: 

Aa) (A) Frequent - 91-100 points; 

Ab) (B) Very good - 81-90 points; 

Ac) (C) Good - 71-80 points; 

Ad) (D) Satisfactory - 61-70 points; 

Ae) (E) Sufficient - 51-60 points. 

 

B) Two types of negative grading: 

Ba) (FX) Failed to pass - 41-50 points, which means that the student needs more work to pass and is given the right to take the additional exam once with 

independent work; 

Bb) (F) Failed - 40 points or less, which means that the work done by the student is not enough and he / she has to re-study the subject. 

 

If a student receives a negative grade (FX), he / she is entitled to take an additional exam in the same semester. The interval between the final and the relevant 

additional exam should be not less than 5 days after the announcement of the results. 

 

The student will be admitted to the final exam if the minimum threshold for the midterm assessment is exceeded. 

 

Credit can be awarded if the result obtained by the student meets the conditions: 

A) Exceeded the minimum grade of the final assessment; 

B) At least 51 points are accumulated out of a maximum of 100. 

 


